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Plastics News. Developed in part by researchers from Kindai University, the water pump mechanisms use artificial intelligence to count the number of fish on a conveyor belt, analyze the number of fish, and deduce the effectiveness of water flow from the data the fish provide. The company has occupied this campus since 1981. Retrieved June 9,
2017. The announcement came with confusion after Microsoft announced Windows 10 would be the last version of the operating system; set to be released in Fall 2021.[151] It was released to the general public on October 5, 2021.[152] In October 2021, Microsoft announced that it began rolling out end-to-end encryption (E2EE) support for Microsoft
Teams calls in order to secure business communication while using video conferencing software. "First Person: 'We invented the Post-It Note'". Retrieved April 25, 2011. Retrieved August 18, 2017. ^ Levy, Ari (April 24, 2019). "Somehow, Usenet lumbers on". March 30, 2000. ^ "3M Company Agrees to Pay $9.1 Million to Resolve Allegations That it
Supplied the United States With Defective Dual-Ended Combat Arms Earplugs". Retrieved November 12, 2021. Archived from the original on December 5, 2010. Retrieved August 3, 2020. 1989. ^ Mehdi, Yusuf (January 24, 2017). Microsoft is frequently accused of using anticompetitive tactics and abusing its monopolistic power. ^ Savage, Charlie;
Wyatt, Edward; Baker, Peter (June 6, 2013). Retrieved January 21, 2020. Retrieved March 23, 2020. Cleaning & Restoration. Microsoft was the first company to participate in the PRISM surveillance program, according to leaked NSA documents obtained by The Guardian[261] and The Washington Post[262] in June 2013, and acknowledged by
government officials following the leak.[263] The program authorizes the government to secretly access data of non-US citizens hosted by American companies without a warrant. November 4, 2002. "Microsoft hits $1 trillion market cap after earnings beat estimates". ^ Venkatesan, Adithya; Mukherjee, Supantha; Leske, Nicola (July 16, 2012).
InfoWorld Media Group, Inc. ^ "PFOS-PFOA Information: What is 3M Doing?". Archived from the original on April 24, 2010. Special light-diffusing optics and a colored fresnel lens create the indication. ^ "Microsoft to cut up to 18,000 jobs over next year". Gates enrolled at Harvard University while Allen pursued a degree in computer science at
Washington State University, though he later dropped out to work at Honeywell.[18] The January 1975 issue of Popular Electronics featured Micro Instrumentation and Telemetry Systems's (MITS) Altair 8800 microcomputer,[19] which inspired Allen to suggest that they could program a BASIC interpreter for the device. ^ FinSMEs (March 5, 2022).
^ Perez, Juan Carlos (October 29, 2014). ^ Hobson, Neville (April 11, 2005). ProPublica. "John W. July 17, 2014. ^ Dunbar, Elzabeth; Marohn, Kirsti (February 20, 2018). Marketwatch. Archived from the original on March 13, 2012. Retrieved July 18, 2017. Bert S. ^ "Sustainability at 3M". Retrieved September 26, 2020. Archived from the original on
August 24, 2018. "Windows Vista Ultimate review". p. 91. The Philadelphia Inquirer (City ed.). "BrandZ Global Top 100 Most Valuable Brands". July 26, 2018. Strategic Management: Theory & Cases: An Integrated Approach (11th ed.). Tech Crunch. In the United States, 3M operates 80 manufacturing facilities in 29 states, and 125 manufacturing and
converting facilities in 37 countries outside the U.S. (in 2017).[100] In March 2016, 3M completed a 400,000-square-foot (37,000 m2) research-and-development building that cost $150 million on its Maplewood campus. Retrieved August 17, 2020. The Straits Times. ^ Barker, Jacob (March 25, 2013). Fellow founders were Google, HP Networking,
Yahoo!, Verizon Communications, Deutsche Telekom and 17 other companies. Retrieved July 4, 2006. ^ "Microsoft's sweeping reorganization shifts focus to services, devices". Roman was appointed in 2019.[142] 3M's CEOs have included: Cross (1966–1970),[143] Heltzer (1970–1975),[134] Herzog (1975–1979),[143][144] Lehr (1979–1986),[145]
Jacobson (1986–1991),[136] DeSimone (1991–2001),[137] McNerney (2001–2005),[138] Robert S. Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Basel: Birkhäuser Verlag. USA Today. "It's official: Microsoft acquires Mojang and Minecraft for $2.5 billion". "Business People; 2 Top 3M Posts Go to Domestic Head". Greenpeace International. Archived from the original on
November 25, 2016. Retrieved February 16, 2022. Archived from the original on May 14, 2011. ^ Fast Facts About Microsoft Archived August 9, 2007, at the Wayback Machine. Paul Allen: Idea Man. Archived from the original on March 9, 2014. Retrieved November 24, 2016. The Northern Echo. Retrieved March 31, 2006. Other companies like
Borland, WordPerfect, Novell, IBM and Lotus, being much slower to adapt to the new situation, would give Microsoft a market dominance.[41] The company released Windows 95 on August 24, 1995, featuring pre-emptive multitasking, a completely new user interface with a novel start button, and 32-bit compatibility; similar to NT, it provided the
Win32 API.[42][43]: 20 Windows 95 came bundled with the online service MSN, which was at first intended to be a competitor to the Internet,[dubious – discuss] and (for OEMs) Internet Explorer, a Web browser. ^ "A Microsoft Milestone: Hardware Celebrates 25 Years of Proven Success". Retrieved August 10, 2014. Retrieved April 26, 2022. "The
Microsoft Millionaires Come of Age". Archived from the original on August 15, 2010. ^ a b Sloane, Leonard (August 17, 1981). SEC. ^ "3M opens design center in Shanghai". On July 19, 2013, Microsoft stocks suffered their biggest one-day percentage sell-off since the year 2000, after its fourth-quarter report raised concerns among the investors on
the poor showings of both Windows 8 and the Surface tablet. ^ Vamosi, Robert (January 23, 2007). ^ Slovut, Gordon (November 19, 1985). "Pensacola judge weighing lawsuit claiming 3M earplugs damaged veterans' hearing". October 2, 2012. "WinInfo Short Takes: Windows XP Launch Special Edition". MSDN also offers subscriptions for companies
and individuals, and the more expensive subscriptions usually offer access to pre-release beta versions of Microsoft software.[206][207] In April 2004, Microsoft launched a community site for developers and users, titled Channel 9, that provides a wiki and an Internet forum.[208] Another community site that provides daily videocasts and other
services, On10.net, launched on March 3, 2006.[209] Free technical support is traditionally provided through online Usenet newsgroups, and CompuServe in the past, monitored by Microsoft employees; there can be several newsgroups for a single product. Hearst Seattle Media, LLC. Archived from the original on November 7, 2018. ^ "3M buys
office supply unit of Avery Dennison for $550M". February 13, 1979. ^ a b c d "Microsoft Investor Relations—Annual Reports". "Microsoft stock is red hot on first trading day". ^ Bishop, Todd (January 27, 2004). July 15, 1996. ^ "Perfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) Sites in Minnesota". Retrieved October 28, 2019. ^ a b Fry, Art; Silver, Spencer.
Windows Experience Blog. ^ Pierce, David (May 21, 2013). March 18, 2010. Retrieved May 11, 2020. ^ "The all-new Xbox Series X | Xbox". Archived from the original on March 31, 2013. Software Security — Theories and Systems (PDF). Retrieved October 17, 2020. Neowin. co-founder Steve Jobs."[163] On January 13, 2022, The Wall Street Journal
reported the Microsoft's board of directors plans to hire an external law firm to review its sexual harassment and gender discrimination policies, and to release a summary of how the company handled past allegations of misconduct against Bill Gates and other corporate executives.[164] Chief executives Bill Gates (1975–2000) Steve Ballmer (2000–
2014) Satya Nadella (2014–present) Financial Five year history graph of Nasdaq: MSFT stock on July 17, 2013[165] When Microsoft went public and launched its initial public offering (IPO) in 1986, the opening stock price was $21; after the trading day, the price closed at $27.75. Critics decried the alliance as a way to enforce indiscriminate
restrictions over how consumers use software, and over how computers behave, and as a form of digital rights management: for example the scenario where a computer is not only secured for its owner, but also secured against its owner as well.[50][51] On April 3, 2000, a judgment was handed down in the case of United States v. ^ "Herbert Buetow,
Manufacturer, 73". The Guardian. Archived from the original (xls) on October 10, 2009. p. 33. ^ Parascandola, Rocco; Moore, Tina. Microsoft ranked No. 21 in the 2020 Fortune 500 rankings of the largest United States corporations by total revenue;[3] it was the world's largest software maker by revenue as of 2016.[4] It is one of the Big Five
American information technology companies, alongside Google, Amazon, Apple, and Meta. ^ a b "3M will import masks from China for U.S. to resolve dispute with the Trump administration". BBC. p. D2 – via Newspapers.com. ^ "3M to Acquire M*Modal's Technology Business". ^ Beaumont, Claudine (June 27, 2008). July 21, 2003. U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission. Computer Source. A Microsoft spokesperson has stated that the corporation runs several programs that facilitate the sharing of such information with the U.S. government.[198] Following media reports about PRISM, NSA's massive electronic surveillance program, in May 2013, several technology companies were identified as
participants, including Microsoft.[199] According to leaks of said program, Microsoft joined the PRISM program in 2007.[200] However, in June 2013, an official statement from Microsoft flatly denied their participation in the program: "We provide customer data only when we receive a legally binding order or subpoena to do so, and never on a
voluntary basis. ^ Bustin, Greg (2019). ^ a b Hagerty, James R. Retrieved July 3, 2006. Archived from the original on March 17, 2014. in 2008,[10] entering the personal computer production market for the first time in June 2012 with the launch of the Microsoft Surface line of tablet computers, and later forming Microsoft Mobile through the
acquisition of Nokia's devices and services division. ^ "NPD Reports Annual 2001 U.S. Interactive Entertainment Sales Shatter Industry Record" (Press release). Archived from the original on October 11, 2018. PMID 16433330. p. D3 – via Newspapers.com. San Francisco Chronicle. Microsoft suffered a loss of more than US$32 billion.[96] In line with
the maturing PC business, in July 2013, Microsoft announced that it would reorganize the business into four new business divisions, namely Operating System, Apps, Cloud, and Devices. Retrieved September 21, 2014. MPR News. This brought the total number to over 15,000 out of the 18,000 expected cuts.[194] In October 2014, Microsoft revealed
that it was almost done with the elimination of 18,000 employees, which was its largest-ever layoff sweep.[195] In July 2015, Microsoft announced another 7,800 job cuts in the next several months.[196] In May 2016, Microsoft announced another 1,850 job cuts mostly in its Nokia mobile phone division. There were two versions, a basic version for
$299.99 and a deluxe version for $399.99.[58] Increasingly present in the hardware business following Xbox, Microsoft in 2006 released the Zune series of digital media players, a successor of its previous software platform Portable Media Center. Archived from the original on June 20, 2018. ^ "3M to Acquire Meguiar's, Inc". ^ a b "Drug units to
fetch 3M $2.1 billion". As of January 2011, it has no products that are completely free from PVC and BFRs.[222] Microsoft's main U.S. campus received a silver certification from the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program in 2008, and it installed over 2,000 solar panels on top of its buildings at its Silicon Valley campus,
generating approximately 15 percent of the total energy needed by the facilities in April 2005.[223] Microsoft makes use of alternative forms of transit. Archived from the original on September 2, 2018. Retrieved February 20, 2018. The Telegraph. ISBN 978-1-351-73636-7. Bill Gates claims the cap on H1B visas makes it difficult to hire employees for
the company, stating "I'd certainly get rid of the H1B cap" in 2005.[213] Critics of H1B visas argue that relaxing the limits would result in increased unemployment for U.S. citizens due to H1B workers working for lower salaries.[214] The Human Rights Campaign Corporate Equality Index, a report of how progressive the organization deems company
policies towards LGBT employees, rated Microsoft as 87% from 2002 to 2004 and as 100% from 2005 to 2010 after they allowed gender expression.[215] In August 2018, Microsoft implemented a policy for all companies providing subcontractors to require 12 weeks of paid parental leave to each employee. Game Informer. During the 1990s and
2000s, 3M reduced releases of toxic pollutants by 99 percent and greenhouse gas emissions by 72 percent. Headquarters The west campus of the Microsoft Redmond campus The corporate headquarters, informally known as the Microsoft Redmond campus, is located at One Microsoft Way in Redmond, Washington. ^ Schmeltzer, John (July 1, 2005).
Official website Business data for 3M: Google FinanceYahoo! FinanceBloombergSEC filings Google Local's satellite image of 3M head office campus 3M Global Company Profile from Transnationale.org The historical records of the 3M Company are available for research use at the Minnesota Historical Society Retrieved from " March 13, 2019. The
Verge. 2020. ^ "Global Top 100 Companies". ^ "Amazon, Microsoft: Let's keep 'the cloud' clean" Archived December 4, 2013, at the Wayback Machine, Phil Radford ^ "Microsoft looks to boost eco credentials with wind-powered data centre" Archived January 6, 2017, at the Wayback Machine, Suzanne Goldenberg ^ "Guide to Greener Electronics –
Greenpeace International (16th Edition)". wpcentral.com. ^ Sneve, Sioux Falls Argus Leader, Joe (February 28, 2020). "William L. October 21, 2016. PWC. September 8, 2008. Tech publications like TechCrunch have been highly critical of the advertising campaign,[190] while Google employees have embraced it.[191] Layoffs Main article: Criticism of
Microsoft In July 2014, Microsoft announced plans to lay off 18,000 employees. ^ "Microsoft Company History". Retrieved February 27, 2017. ^ "Marketplace: News Archives". Fortune Magazine. "3M Completes Expansion in Asia". Retrieved July 15, 2010. April 10, 2010. ^ Oster, Patrick (January 23, 1993). Dow Jones & Company. ^ a b "3M to spend
$135m to expand Tuas plant". Retrieved August 2, 2017. This expands on the former requirement from 2015 requiring 15 days of paid vacation and sick leave each year.[216] In 2015, Microsoft established its own parental leave policy to allow 12 weeks off for parental leave with an additional 8 weeks for the parent who gave birth.[217] Environment
In 2011, Greenpeace released a report rating the top ten big brands in cloud computing on their sources of electricity for their data centers. Relatively strong sales of both products helped to produce a record profit in 2007.[63] The European Union imposed another fine of €899 million ($1.4 billion) for Microsoft's lack of compliance with the March
2004 judgment on February 27, 2008, saying that the company charged rivals unreasonable prices for key information about its workgroup and backoffice servers.[64] Microsoft stated that it was in compliance and that "these fines are about the past issues that have been resolved".[65] 2007 also saw the creation of a multi-core unit at Microsoft,
following the steps of server companies such as Sun and IBM.[66] Gates retired from his role as Chief Software Architect on June 27, 2008, a decision announced in June 2006, while retaining other positions related to the company in addition to being an advisor for the company on key projects.[67][68] Azure Services Platform, the company's entry
into the cloud computing market for Windows, launched on October 27, 2008.[69] On February 12, 2009, Microsoft announced its intent to open a chain of Microsoft-branded retail stores, and on October 22, 2009, the first retail Microsoft Store opened in Scottsdale, Arizona; the same day Windows 7 was officially released to the public. Retrieved July
17, 2018. Business Times. (2015). Archived from the original on August 6, 2013. Archived from the original on March 23, 2019. Archived from the original on August 28, 2012. ^ "3M Company Profile". The company is often referred to as a "Velvet Sweatshop", a term which originated in a 1989 Seattle Times article,[251] and later became used to
describe the company by some of Microsoft's own employees.[252] This characterization is derived from the perception that Microsoft provides nearly everything for its employees in a convenient place, but in turn overworks them to a point where it would be bad for their (possibly long-term) health. ^ Warren, Tom (November 11, 2016). ^ a b c d e f
g h i Allan, Roy A. ^ "Microsoft joined linux foundation with yearly platinum membership". ^ "Microsoft confirms takeover of Skype". ^ Thurrott, Paul (July 31, 2012). September 3, 2013. Archived from the original on October 18, 2017. "Microsoft Completes Acquisition of Nuance". CBS News. ^ "Timeline of 3M History". ^ Finland | EuroBasket 2015
Archived September 28, 2015, at the Wayback Machine, FIBA.com, Retrieved September 27, 2015. "Microsoft Opens Flagship Store on Fifth Avenue". Buckley, the low-profile leader of the Brunswick Corporation, as its new chairman and chief executive. p. 218. ^ Tilley, Cara Lombardo, Kirsten Grind and Aaron (January 18, 2022). July 26, 2016. "A
Peek at Office Upgrade". 3M received $9.6 million in local tax increment financing and relief from state sales taxes in order to assist with development of the building.[101] Selected factory detail information: Cynthiana, Kentucky, U.S. factory producing Post-it Notes (672 SKU) and Scotch Tape (147 SKU). ^ Rosoff, Matt (January 5, 2011). BBC News
Online. Stories. Archived from the original on April 12, 2006. Archived from the original on August 2, 2017. ^ "U.S. v. Windows 7's focus was on refining Vista with ease-of-use features and performance enhancements, rather than an extensive reworking of Windows.[70][71][72] As the smartphone industry boomed in the late 2000s, Microsoft had
struggled to keep up with its rivals in providing a modern smartphone operating system, falling behind Apple and Google-sponsored Android in the United States.[73] As a result, in 2010 Microsoft revamped their aging flagship mobile operating system, Windows Mobile, replacing it with the new Windows Phone OS that was released in October that
year.[74][75] It used a new user interface design language, codenamed "Metro", which prominently used simple shapes, typography and iconography, utilizing the concept of minimalism. ^ "On10.net homepage". Vol. 2609. Archived from the original on November 4, 2016. ^ Wingfield, Nick; Guth, Robert A. (January 2006). Retrieved March 30, 2020.
It rose to dominate the personal computer operating system market with MS-DOS in the mid-1980s, followed by Microsoft Windows. ^ "3M's Seventh Plant in China to Be Its First for Health Care". China Makes Them — But Has Been Hoarding Them". Associated Press. "Microsoft Launched This Product 20 Years Ago and Changed the World."
Fortune. ^ Malone, Scott (September 27, 2007). Consequently, in February 2011 Microsoft released a corporate bond amounting to $2.25 billion with relatively low borrowing rates compared to government bonds.[171] For the first time in 20 years Apple Inc. surpassed Microsoft in Q1 2011 quarterly profits and revenues due to a slowdown in PC
sales and continuing huge losses in Microsoft's Online Services Division (which contains its search engine Bing). Wall Street Journal. "Microsoft buys Internet startup Yammer for $1.2 billion". Portals:United StatesCompanies References ^ a b "3M Birthplace Museum", Lake County Historical Society ^ "It all started with a rock". As of July 2010, with
the company's nine stock splits, any IPO shares would be multiplied by 288; if one were to buy the IPO today, given the splits and other factors, it would cost about 9 cents.[16]: 235–236 [166][167] The stock price peaked in 1999 at around $119 ($60.928, adjusting for splits).[168] The company began to offer a dividend on January 16, 2003, starting at
eight cents per share for the fiscal year followed by a dividend of sixteen cents per share the subsequent year, switching from yearly to quarterly dividends in 2005 with eight cents a share per quarter and a special one-time payout of three dollars per share for the second quarter of the fiscal year.[168][169] Though the company had subsequent
increases in dividend payouts, the price of Microsoft's stock remained steady for years.[169][170] Standard & Poor's and Moody's Investors Service have both given a AAA rating to Microsoft, whose assets were valued at $41 billion as compared to only $8.5 billion in unsecured debt. Archived from the original on November 5, 2008. Usdoj.gov. Boing
Boing. p. 4 – via Newspapers.com. April 8, 2011. ^ "Microsoft hit by record EU fine". Forbes: 113–116 – via Google Books. Phil Radford of Greenpeace said "we are concerned that this new explosion in electricity use could lock us into old, polluting energy sources instead of the clean energy available today,"[218] and called on "Amazon, Microsoft and
other leaders of the information-technology industry must embrace clean energy to power their cloud-based data centers."[219] In 2013, Microsoft agreed to buy power generated by a Texas wind project to power one of its data centers.[220] Microsoft is ranked on the 17th place in Greenpeace's Guide to Greener Electronics (16th Edition) that ranks
18 electronics manufacturers according to their policies on toxic chemicals, recycling and climate change.[221] Microsoft's timeline for phasing out brominated flame retardant (BFRs) and phthalates in all products is 2012 but its commitment to phasing out PVC is not clear. ^ a b Fellner, Carrie (June 16, 2018). Retrieved April 4, 2012. Commercial
West. Archived from the original on June 29, 2011. Archived from the original on May 11, 2011. 2005" (PDF). Apart from one three-year break, Over served as president until 1929—the first eleven years without compensation. ^ "Who We Are – 3M US Company Information". February 26, 2018. Retrieved June 6, 2013. fills a post that has been vacant
since the end of 1981, when John Pitblado retired. The position overseeing domestic operations was first held by Lehr,[144] followed by John Pitblado from 1979 to 1981,[153] then Jacobson from 1984 to 1991.[154] James A. ^ Barnfather, Maurice (March 1, 1982). Flapship.com. ^ Thurrott, Paul (October 26, 2001). News.cnet.com. Darlington,
England. Jesse Jackson Praises Microsoft's Diversity Efforts, But Urges The Company To Do More". ^ Stuart, Keith (March 2016). The Boston Globe. ^ "Seattle hires consultant to look at 520 bridge plan". Archived from the original on October 2, 2012. ^ "U.S. Agencies Said to Swap Data With Thousands of Firms". "The Fluorochemical Dilemma:
What the PFOS/PFOA Fuss Is All About" (PDF). Microsoft.com. ^ Williams, David M. "Seven-hour LSE blackout caused by double glitch". Retrieved September 22, 2020. As a result of the Merger, a change in control of [Linkedin] occurred and [Linkedin] became a wholly-owned subsidiary of [Microsoft]. Minneapolis. Archived from the original on April
6, 2011. That year the company also launched the Surface "digital table", later renamed PixelSense.[59] 2007–2011: Microsoft Azure, Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Microsoft Stores CEO Steve Ballmer at the MIX event in 2008. Archived from the original on November 16, 2011. Retrieved December 20, 2010. "Boxes of SEC Documents Reveal Secret
Dealings". Routledge. ^ "Microsoft's logo is not new, it's from 1995". Archived from the original on July 6, 2004. ^ McCracken, Harry (September 13, 2000). November 10, 2006. ^ "3M Says Reputation Is Still Strong One". [..] Android will dominate, Gartner said, with a 48% share this year ^ Blodget, Henry (August 23, 2013). ^ Hao, Karen
(September 23, 2020). "Microsoft to buy AI firm Nuance Communications for about $16 billion in healthcare push". In 2017, 3M had approximately 330 employees in the metropolitan area, and announced a $40 million expansion project to upgrade the facility and redevelop another building.[117] In Iowa, the Ames plant makes sandpaper products
and received funding from the Iowa Economic Development Authority (IEDA) for expansions in 2013 and 2018.[118][119] The Knoxville plant is among 3M's largest and produces approximately 12,000 different products, including adhesives and tapes.[120] 3M's Southeast Asian operations are based in Singapore, where the company has invested $1
billion over 50 years. Retrieved August 21, 2006. Archived from the original on June 9, 2013. Archived from the original on September 13, 2008. Retrieved July 7, 2010. Ober (1905–1929),[147] McKnight (1929–1949),[131][148] Richard P. Retrieved July 13, 2020. "Will Others Follow Microsoft's Lead on Paid Parental Leave?". Microsoft has signed up
to the OIN". "Microsoft launches Windows Azure". ^ Heiner, David. WIRED. (March 30, 2011). profits were $6 billion, on revenues of $14.5 billion and $24.7 billion respectively.[172] Microsoft's Online Services Division has been continuously loss-making since 2006 and in Q1 2011 it lost $726 million. Retrieved July 31, 2020. February 8, 2012. In
1979 3M introduced a digital audio recording system called "3M Digital Audio Mastering System".[30] In 1980, the company acquired Comtal, a manufacturer of digital image processors.[31] 3M launched "Press 'n Peel" in stores in four cities in 1977, but results were disappointing.[32][33] A year later 3M instead issued free samples directly to
consumers in Boise, Idaho, with 95% of those who tried them indicating they would buy the product.[32] The product was sold as "Post-its" in 1979 when the rollout introduction began,[34] and was sold across the United States[34] from April 6, 1980.[35] The following year they were launched in Canada and Europe.[36] On its 100th anniversary, 3M
changed its legal name to "3M Company" on April 8, 2002.[37][38] On September 8, 2008, 3M announced an agreement to acquire Meguiar's, a car-care products company that was family-owned for over a century.[39] In August 2010, 3M acquired Cogent Systems for $943 million[40] and on October 13, 2010, 3M completed acquisition of Arizant Inc.
[41] In December 2011, 3M completed the acquisition of the Winterthur Technology Group, a bonded abrasives company. January 18, 2013. ^ Helal, Abdelsalam A.; Helal, Sumi; Bose, Raja; Li, Wendong (2012). "3M urges closer look at inhalers". ISBN 9781492667599. "Bill Gates Announces Resignation". As of 2012, 3M was one of the 30 companies
included in the Dow Jones Industrial Average, added on August 9, 1976, and was 97 on the 2011 Fortune 500 list.[42] On January 3, 2012, it was announced that the Office and Consumer Products Division of Avery Dennison was being bought by 3M for $550 million.[43] The transaction was canceled by 3M in September 2012 amid antitrust concerns.
[44] In May 2013, 3M sold Scientific Anglers and Ross Reels to Orvis. "3M to invest in safety, healthcare sector". Mr. Herzog will continue as president and chief executive officer. Retrieved January 19, 2022. Minnesota Department of Health. Xbox.com. "Sources, Fate and Transport of Perfluorocarboxylates". ^ Tilley, Aaron (March 27, 2020).
Standing off-axis from the intended viewing area, these signals are invisible to adjacent lanes of traffic in daylight. "3M A Mining Company Built on a Mistake Stick It Out Until a Young Man Came Along with Ideas About How to Tape Those Blunders Together as Innovations--Leading to Decades of Growth". ITWorld. ISBN 978-1-59184-237-8. April 6,
2020. Retrieved April 17, 2020. June 30, 2021. ^ Holusha, John (February 3, 1991). US$[179] Net incomein mil. "Microsoft plans 7,800 layoffs, $7.8 billion Nokia write-down". Retrieved July 20, 2012. Archived from the original on September 18, 2008. ^ Investor's Business Daily (March 27, 2020). Retrieved April 3, 2018. Frequently criticized are the
ease of use, robustness, and security of the company's software. "And Microsoft Is Giving Up On The Software Business!". ^ "3M's Sustainability Report for 2018Q4" (PDF). Retrieved May 25, 2018. 2002. Archived from the original on October 26, 2015. February 16, 2021. Retrieved July 21, 2013. ^ Dash, Eric (December 7, 2005). "Microsoft reports
first quarterly loss ever". Retrieved August 14, 2010. ^ "Tech billionaires including Tim Cook, Elon Musk, and Mark Zuckerberg promised 18 million masks to fight COVID-19". Archived from the original on July 29, 2017. ^ a b @3M (May 31, 2019). Fast Company. Retrieved July 18, 2010. "The all-seeing Kinect: tracking my face, arms, body and heart
on the Xbox One". Under U.S. law, corporations don't pay income tax on overseas profits until the profits are brought into the United States.[178] Year Revenuein mil. Archived from the original on March 12, 2017. February 23, 2010. Archived from the original on November 4, 2014. ^ "Competitive Impact Statement : U.S. v. www.microsoft.com.
ISBN 978-1-56884-318-6. ^ Lerman, Rachel (August 20, 2018). ^ "3M Completes Acquisition of Acelity, Inc". Archived from the original on April 30, 2008. August 14, 2015. Archived from the original on December 8, 2015. Larry Osterman's WebLog. Thomson Reuters. "Microsoft Board to Review Company's Sexual Harassment and Gender
Discrimination Policies". Retrieved January 9, 2016. Retrieved April 12, 2021. Archived from the original on November 7, 2013. Archived from the original on January 12, 2009. ^ a b Cable, Josh (July 12, 2011). IBM awarded a contract to Microsoft in November 1980 to provide a version of the CP/M OS to be used in the IBM Personal Computer (IBM
PC).[25] For this deal, Microsoft purchased a CP/M clone called 86-DOS from Seattle Computer Products which it branded as MS-DOS, although IBM rebranded it to IBM PC DOS. Retrieved April 14, 2014. Business Insider Australia. ^ Jackson, Thomas Penfield (November 5, 1999). Retrieved May 1, 2015. Retrieved September 27, 2005. October 29,
2007. ^ "Microsoft East Coast Headquarters—Safway Services". ^ "3M Company and Consolidated Subsidiaries (Parent and Subsidiaries) as of December 31, 2016". European Union Politics. ^ Bick, Julie (May 29, 2005). ^ "Google goes bilingual, Facebook fleshes out translation and TensorFlow is dope—And, Microsoft is assisting fish farmers in
Japan". "Microsoft Buys Cybersecurity Company Hexadite To Respond To Cyberattacks". Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine. Archived from the original on July 11, 2015. It burns! It burns!". February 10, 2013. ^ Howse, Brett (July 29, 2015). Since 1988, Microsoft's use of per processor licenses has increased."[39] 1995–2007: Foray
into the Web, Windows 95, Windows XP, and Xbox In 1996, Microsoft released Windows CE, a version of the operating system meant for personal digital assistants and other tiny computers, shown here on the HP 300LX. Retrieved November 28, 2018. McKnight, later a key executive, joined the company in 1907, and A. G.
[Climate%20Goal,Total%20CO2e%20emissions%20(Scope%201%20%2b%20Scope%202)/2020Q4 Alt URL] ^ "3M to Invest $1 Billion to Achieve Carbon Neutrality, Reduce Water Use, and Improve Water Quality". ^ Finan, Pat (March 13, 2018). This nonprofit organization is focused on providing support for a cloud computing initiative called
Software-Defined Networking.[78] The initiative is meant to speed innovation through simple software changes in telecommunications networks, wireless networks, data centers and other networking areas.[79] 2011–2014: Windows 8/8.1, Xbox One, Outlook.com, and Surface devices Surface Pro 3, part of the Surface series of laplets by Microsoft
Following the release of Windows Phone, Microsoft undertook a gradual rebranding of its product range throughout 2011 and 2012, with the corporation's logos, products, services and websites adopting the principles and concepts of the Metro design language.[80] Microsoft unveiled Windows 8, an operating system designed to power both personal
computers and tablet computers, in Taipei in June 2011.[81] A developer preview was released on September 13, which was subsequently replaced by a consumer preview on February 29, 2012, and released to the public in May.[82] The Surface was unveiled on June 18, becoming the first computer in the company's history to have its hardware made
by Microsoft.[83][84] On June 25, Microsoft paid US$1.2 billion to buy the social network Yammer.[85] On July 31, they launched the Outlook.com webmail service to compete with Gmail.[86] On September 4, 2012, Microsoft released Windows Server 2012.[87] In July 2012, Microsoft sold its 50% stake in MSNBC, which it had run as a joint venture
with NBC since 1996.[88] On October 1, Microsoft announced its intention to launch a news operation, part of a new-look MSN, with Windows 8 later in the month.[89] On October 26, 2012, Microsoft launched Windows 8 and the Microsoft Surface.[84][90] Three days later, Windows Phone 8 was launched.[91] To cope with the potential for an
increase in demand for products and services, Microsoft opened a number of "holiday stores" across the U.S. to complement the increasing number of "bricks-and-mortar" Microsoft Stores that opened in 2012.[92] On March 29, 2013, Microsoft launched a Patent Tracker.[93] In August 2012, the New York City Police Department announced a
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